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1. What do you want from your business? Seriously – do you want the maximum return 

on the sale? Do you want to leave your legacy to a successor you can be proud of?  

 

2. Is your business strategy sufficient to deliver a sustainable and profitable business, 

now and in the future?  

• What strategies will attract a strategic buyer?  

• What strategies are compelling enough to attract and retain a strong management team? 

• What will it take to ensure your management team can execute the strategy?  

 

3. How much does your business depend upon you? What would happen if you took off 

1 month? 3 months? 6 months? Would you be confident that the business would continue 

to thrive?  

 

4. Who can (will) take over the responsibilities that are left when you ramp down or 

exit the business? How will you reallocate some of their other responsibilities so they 

can take on your responsibilities?  

 

5. What Competencies, Attitude, Results, Experience and Skills (CARES) matter most 

to the future of your business? The competencies that got your business here may not 

be the same ones required for the future.  

 

6. Who in your business already has many of those CARES? Who could develop them 

quickly (high potential?) Are you willing to invest in developing them? If you don’t 

have anyone you can develop to fill the gaps, can you hire a good fit candidate?  

 

7. Who are your key players across the business today? What is their growth 

potential? You can reallocate responsibilities across the entire company with this kind of 

transition, so how would you reallocate responsibilities to leverage the strengths of your 

other team members?  

 

8. What role/responsibilities do you want a successor to own? What results? What 

decisions should he/she drive?   

 

9. What do you need to see from them before you have the confidence to sell them a 

stake in your business?   Strategic Growth Plan; Role during transition. Transition 

timeline for ownership. Funding strategy. Compensation expectations.  

 

10. What are the core values you hold dear that you live and cultivate in the business 

every day? The ones that drive your successful culture…   

 

11. How does your successor rate against those core values?  
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12. What are deal breakers for you? (behavioral, attitudinal, results) 

 

13. Do you need to look outside your business for a strong successor? Who are strong 

candidates within your Industry? Region? What are the people, culture, business, 

customer, operational, etc… benefits you see bringing him/her in. Are there any risks?  

 

 

Once you’ve identified the right fit candidate:  

 

14. How will you manage the onboarding process (first 90 days?) 

 

15. How do you anticipate divvying up roles, responsibilities between you, them, others?  

 

16. What are his/her goals, expectations in his/her first 6 months, 12 months, 18 months.  

 

17. What experiences, training, coaching is key to his/her success?  

 

18. What must you do to ensure the transition is seamless? Staff, customers, results, etc…  

 

19. What do you want the transition plan and timing to be?  

 

20. What kind of comp plan makes sense to you?  

 

21. How will you assess he/she is ready to take on more responsibility? (specific 

milestones hit? Internal gut confidence? Staff reaction to progress? etc..)  

 

22. How will you handle communications? What will you communicate to whom? What 

language will you use to convey the message? How will you make your key points? 

When will you do each communication about your succession and exit plans?  

 

 

Congratulations! You now have the makings of a plan for management succession. It will 

change, as you move through the process, but it gives you a very good foundation. 

 

 

For more on Succession Planning, read Abby’s book:  

 

Straight Talk About Planning Your Succession: A Primer for 

CEOs.  

Available on Amazon.  

http://www.straighttalkaboutsuccession.com/
http://www.straighttalkaboutsuccession.com/
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